I have a table with following data,

Dept No	  Contact Date       	 Cust_num	Result
--------------- 	-------------------      	 ----------	----------
DEPT1	 	 09/29/03  		100		F
DEPT1	 	 09/20/03  		100		P
DEPT1	 	 09/23/03  		100		S
DEPT1		  09/24/03  		100		M
DEPT1		  09/21/02  		100		L

DEPT2		  09/10/03  		100		X	
DEPT2	 	 05/15/03  		100		F
DEPT2	 	 03/20/03  		100		G
DEPT2	 	 04/06/03  		100		P	
DEPT2	 	 02/05/02  		100		K	
DEPT2	 	 09/07/03  		100		A

DEPT3	  	09/29/03  		100		P
DEPT3	  	09/20/03  		100		F
DEPT3	  	09/23/03  		100		I	
DEPT3	 	 09/24/03  		100		D
DEPT3	 	 09/21/02  		100		S

About data and requirement,

against each department we have various contacts dates right..

for department 1 (DEPT1),  i need to find out what are the two recent most dates the customer 100 has been contacted. For department 1(DEPT1) it will 29 September (09/29/03) and 24 September (09/24/03)  ...dates should be descending order. I mean latest first... (Basically sort by contact date in descending order and get first 2 rows)

for department 2,  i need to find out what are the five recent most dates the customer 100 has been contacted. For department 2 it will 10 September then 7 September then 15 may then 6 April and 20 march.. (Basically sort by contact date in descending order and get first 5 rows)

for department 3………..like wise

This is only for one customer (100)...like wise we will have many customers.


STEP 1

I need get output as below  (From above table data)

Output,

Dept No	Contact Date        	Cust_num	Result
--------------- 	-------------------      	 ----------	----------

DEPT1		09/29/03		100		F
DEPT1		09/24/03		100		M

DEPT2		09/10/03		100		X
DEPT2		09/07/03		100		A
DEPT2		05/15/03		100		F
DEPT2		04/06/03		100		F
DEPT2		03/20/03		100		F

DEPT3		09/29/03		100		P
DEPT3		09/24/03		100		D
DEPT3		09/23/03		100		D



Now, I need to spool a file from above information (which I get in output.)

When i spool data into a flat file, it should be like 

I
CUSNUM 1+DEPTNO 1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 1+RESULT1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 2+RESULT2+
DEPTNO 2+RECENT CONTACT DATE 1+RESULT1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 2+RESULT2...RESULT5+
DEPTNO 3+RECENT CONTACT DATE 1+RESULT1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 2+RESULT2..RESULT3 <End of line 1>

Eg from above output

100DEPT109/29/03F09/24/03MDEPT209/10/03XDEPT209/07/03ADEPT205/15/03F DEPT204/06/03FDEPT203/20/03FDEPT309/29/03PDEPT309/24/03DDEPT309/23/03D



then, 


CUSNUM 2+DEPTNO 1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 1+RESULT1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 2+RESULT2+DEPTNO 2+RECENT CONTACT DATE 1+RESULT1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 2+RESULT2...RESULT5+DEPTNO 3+RECENT CONTACT DATE 1+RESULT1+RECENT CONTACT DATE 2+RESULT2...RESULT3 <End of line 2>

Each customer data in one line.


I have millions of records ? Which is the best method to do this ? 
Please help.



